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INTRODUCTION 

Technology is a very essential tool in classrooms 

today. Demand for technologically well-trained teachers 

requires an increase on training not only in the use of 

the hardware but also the software. It is essential for 

second language teachers to know how to use the latest 

technology in order to be able to reach the software’s 

full potential in teaching/learning. 

As a result of the study on CALL usage two issues 

were detected. The first is the inconsistent use of CALL 

in L2 teaching/learning. The second is the lack of CALL 

trainings for second language teachers, which negatively 

impacts the use of CALL by the teachers. The following 

workshops were planned to address the training issue, and 

to provide second language teachers with tools to be used 

throughout the school year in second language 

teaching/learning. 

A list of websites was put together to serve as a 

guide of tools available to second language teachers on 

the Internet. Second language teachers have to reach a 

consensus on which ones could satisfy the needs of the 

students and the class goals. Two websites were selected 

to be demonstrated in the first workshop. The second 
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workshop will train second language teachers on how to 

use Microsoft PowerPoint in the second language 

teaching/learning classroom. PowerPoint software can be a 

valuable tool in second language, when teachers know how 

to design the electronic presentations to be used by them 

and the students. Appropriate implementation of CALL 

could have a beneficial impact in second language 

learning at all levels of instruction. 
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MANUAL OF RESOURCES 

Babylon dictionaries: 

http://dictionary.babylon.com/all-dictionaries/ 

The website has several language dictionaries. The 

Spanish dictionary gives the translation of the English 

word. The site also has some Spanish quotes translated to 

English, a list of words that are used in the English 

language and came from Spanish, has interesting 

information on the Spanish speaking countries, Spanish 

alphabet, and other useful website links. It can be used 

to do text translations as well. It has a free mobile App 

application for Android. 

Cilenis Verb Conjugator: 

http://conjuga.cilenis.com/ 

The objective of the website is to present the 

student with all the possible Spanish tenses for an 

infinitive verb. It does not provide a translation. Its 

presentation is organized by columns, using two font 

colors (black for subject pronouns and tenses, and blue 

for conjugations) for easy understanding. It has a mobile 

App application for Android. 

El camino de Santiago:  

http://dictionary.babylon.com/all-dictionaries/
http://conjuga.cilenis.com/
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http://camino.ccdmd.qc.ca 

The objective of the website is to develop the 

comprehension of the Spanish listening, reading, and 

writing. It targets advanced levels of Spanish. It uses 

videos (audiovisual), readings, and writing. It has 

quizzes to check for understanding, and it provides the 

student with a printable self-progress recording. It has 

supporting materials such as a glossary, and links to 

other definitions. At the end, students can read or write 

feedback to the website’s creators.    

Toondoo: 

http://www.toondoo.com/,http://www.toondoo.com/ViewBook.t

oon?bookid=175409 

Toondoo is a cartoon and comic strip maker with free 

access. It requires a registration to be able to use its 

features. Students can create their own stories using the 

target language and teacher’s instructions. Mobile App 

application is not available. 

VOKI: 

http://www.voki.com/ 

This website allows the creation of avatars, to 

which recorded voice (microphone, telephone or writing) 

http://camino.ccdmd.qc.ca/
http://www.toondoo.com/
http://www.toondoo.com/ViewBook.toon?bookid=175409
http://www.toondoo.com/ViewBook.toon?bookid=175409
http://www.voki.com/
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can be added using the target language. Students can 

customize their character’s looks and background. It 

requires registration, and limited use is free for a 

year. Other features for teachers require a purchase. 

Mobile App application is not available.  

WordReference.com, Verb Conjugation: 

http://www.wordreference.com  

This website has a section to post questions or 

answers to other language learners. It has a game section 

for English learners only. It provides several links to 

dictionaries in several languages. Has a verb conjugation 

feature for Spanish, French, and Italian. It has a free 

mobile App application for IPhone and Android. 

Storybird:  

http://storybird.com/  

Its goal is to help students to improve their 

reading and writing skills. This website allows students 

to create stories using the target language. Students can 

also read other students’ stories. The stories can be 

shared with other students, teachers, and published on-

line. Students can also print their stories. It allows 

students to use pieces of art for inspiration.  The site 

http://www.wordreference.com/
http://storybird.com/
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requires a free sign up to be able to use it. Mobile App 

application is not available.  

Foreign Language Annotator:  

http://redhotwords.com/  

FLAn is a free download software, which allows 

teachers to create readings for the students with 

glossing. Glossing is done by word or text translation, 

word definitions, grammar explanation, and more. Audio 

and pictures can be added to the reading.   

Socrative:  

http://www.socrative.com/  

This is a free website where second language 

teachers can create games and activities to engage 

students. Students can answer questions in real-time 

using their smartphones (App), tablets, or any other 

device with Internet access. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://redhotwords.com/
http://www.socrative.com/
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WORKSHOP 1: 

Summary 

This sixty minute workshop will provide important 

information on two selected websites, allowing L2 

teachers to use them more efficiently in 

teaching/learning of a second language. This tool will 

help teachers to engage L2 students with interactive 

learning activities. The use of the technology will 

provide the students with a supplementary independent 

learning environment outside the classroom. Second 

language teachers will become familiar with the parts of 

a website such as the title, the domain name, and its 

navigation system. 

Goals: 

• Learn how to access two selected websites. 

• Learn how to navigate through the websites. 

• Learn how to use the basic features of the websites. 

• Learn how to create activities in the websites. 
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WORKSHOP GUIDE 

SOCRATIVE 

http://www.socrative.com/ 

This is a free website where second language 

teachers can create games and activities to engage 

students. Students can answer questions on real-time 

using their smartphones, tablets, or any other device 

with Internet access. It has a free mobile App 

application forAndroid. 

Step 1 

Type “www.socrative.com/”in the available browser as 

shown below, then click enter to go to Socrative’s home 

page. 

 

 

http://www.socrative.com/
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Step 2 

Now, you are on the “Home Page”. Click on “Teacher 

Sign Up” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 3 

Create your account by using any e-mail. It is 

suggested to use an e-mail other than your school e-mail 

because you have to give your password.  
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Step 4 

After creating your account you will be re-directed 

to the page shown below. Here you will get some 

instructions from the website creators. Subsequently, you 

will have the opportunity to create your own activities 

to test the website functionality. 
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TOONDOO 

http://www.toondoo.com/,http://www.toondoo.com/ViewBook.t

oon?bookid=175409 

Toondoo is a cartoon and comic strip maker with free 

access. It requires a registration to be able to use its 

features. Students can create their own stories using the 

target language and teacher’s instructions. Mobile App 

application is not available. 

Step 1 

Type “www.toondoo.com/”in the available browser as 

shown below, then click “enter” to go to Toondoo’s home 

page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.toondoo.com/
http://www.toondoo.com/ViewBook.toon?bookid=175409
http://www.toondoo.com/ViewBook.toon?bookid=175409
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Step 2 

Now, you are on the “Home Page”. Click on “Sign Up 

for FREE” red bottom. 

 

 

 

Step 3 

Create your account by using any e-mail. It is 

suggested to use an e-mail other than your school e-mail 

to any spam that could come from the website. Sign up for 

the free feature as shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 4 
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Create your account by writing a user name and 

password easy to remember. Do not forget to write down 

the information used to create your account for further 

use if it is needed. Now, click “register” (Figure A) and 

a new screen will appear welcoming you as shown below 

(Figure B). 

Figure A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B 
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Step 5 

Now “log in” to start creating your cartoon to use 

in your class. Later, you can give directions to the 

students on how to create their own accounts so you can 

give them assignments. 

Using your mouse go to Toons. Click on Create Toon 

and fallow the instructions.  
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WORKSHOP 2 

Summary 

This sixty minute workshop will provide L2 teachers 

with the necessary PowerPoint knowledge to create 

electronic vocabulary flashcards. These flashcards will 

allow L2 students to practice L2 new vocabulary on 

electronic devices with Internet connection creating an 

interactive learning environment. The use of the 

electronic flashcards technology will provide the 

students with a supplementary independent learning 

environment outside the classroom.  

Goals: 

• Learn the basic steps to create flashcards using 
Microsoft PowerPoint. 

• Learn how to create a template. 

• Learn how to assign fonts and font sites. 

• Learn how to apply color and animation to slides. 

• Learn how to save PowerPoint files. 
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WORKSHOP GUIDE 

Step 1 

On your computer screen click on the Microsoft PowerPoint 
icon to open the program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 2 

Presentation1 opens as shown below.  
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To save the presentation to your computer click on 

the red tap to the left “File”. Then click on “Save As” 

with a “file name” that relates to the Unit Vocabulary 

then click “save”. The model is “Spanish Food”.  
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Step 3 

Now the file is ready to make the slides. Start by 

writing the Spanish word in the first square and the 

English meaning in the one below. The font selected was 

Arial 60 because it is clear and big enough to read, it 

is a matter of choice. 

This first slide will be used as a template for the 

rest of the flashcards. But, first the grammar review for 

the Spanish word has to be changed to Spanish as it is 

explained in step 3. 
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Step 4 

Click on the “Review” tab and “highlight” the 

Spanish word. This will make sure any Spanish spelling 

mistake will be pointed out automatically by the program. 

To highlight press down the right side of the mouse and 

hold it as you go over the Spanish word. 
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Step 5 

Click on “Language” then scroll down to “Spanish 

(International Sort)”. Finally, click “OK” and the red 

underline should go away and the automatic Spanish error 

detection is set up. PowerPoint will not detect accents 

on the third syllable from left to right. To solve this 

problem just add the accent manually. 
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Step 6 

Now that the vocabulary is set, it is important to 

hide the English meaning to give the student some time to 

try to remember the meaning. Then by clicking the mouse 

the meaning will show up to confirm to the student if 

s/he was right or not. Click on “Animations” tab first, 

then “Animation Pane” and finally click on “Fly In”, 

start on click is set up by default. To test it click on 

the bottom right corner at the “Slide Show icon”. As the 

slides are created do not forget to save the job by 

clicking on the “Save” icon on the right top corner.  
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Step 7 

Now, this first slide will be used as a template for 

the rest of the slides because it already has the setting 

that is needed. But, before to make it a little more 

appealing to the eye, it is necessary to add some color 

to it. On the top click on “Design” tab, then click on 

the “Background Styles” and from there it is matter of 

preference. After selecting the background click on 

“Apply to All”, “Close” and “Save”. 
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Step 8 

Click on “Home” tab, right on “Slide Sorter” icon at 

the right bottom of the screen. Then right click the 

mouse on the slide to copy it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then click with the mouse next to the first slide 

(Figure A next page) to copy it (Figure B next page) as 

many times as needed in order to replace the words 

(Figure C next page) with new ones to complete the list 
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for the class unit. When done completing the vocabulary 

save the flashcards.  

Figure A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 9 
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Figure C 

 

 

Step 9 

It is necesary to save the Electronic Flashcards as 

a “PowerPoint Show” to make it available to the students. 

In this format the file cannot be modified. To save the 

file go to: 

1. “File” tab 

2. “Save As” 

3. “Save as type” 

4. Scroll down to “PowerPoint Show” 

5. Finally “Save” 
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